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Abstract
Experiment replication and reproduction are key requirements for empirical research
methodology, and an important open issue in the field of Recommender Systems. When
an experiment is repeated by a different researcher and exactly the same result is obtained,
we can say the experiment has been replicated. When the results are not exactly the same
but the conclusions are compatible with the prior ones, we have a reproduction of the experiment. Reproducibility and replication involve recommendation algorithm implementations,
experimental protocols, and evaluation metrics. While the problem of reproducibility and
replication has been recognized in the Recommender Systems community, the need for a
clear solution remains largely unmet, which motivates the main questions addressed in the
present workshop.

1

Introduction

The Reproducibility and Replication in Recommender Systems Evaluation (RepSys) Workshop1 [3] was held on the 12th October 2013 in conjuction with the 7th ACM Recommender
Systems conference (RecSys), at Hong Kong, China. We report here the main activities and
discussions that took place.
The empirical evaluation of Recommender Systems (RS) is acknowledged to be an open
problem in the field, with open issues yet to be addressed [13]. Many experimental approaches
and metrics have been developed along the years, which the community is well acquainted
with, but key aspects and details in the design and application of available methodologies are
open to configuration and interpretation, where even apparently subtle details may create
a considerable difference. This results in a significant divergence in experimental practice,
hindering the comparison and proper assessment of contributions and advances to the field.
In this context, the replication and reproduction of experiments is one of the desirable
requirements for experimental research still to be met in the field. We say an experiment
is replicated when it is repeated by a different researcher and exactly the same result is
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obtained. When the results are not exactly the same but the conclusions are compatible
with the prior ones, we have a reproduction of the experiment.
The topic of reproducibility is an obvious concern at this moment in several fields, such
as Information Retrieval and Human-Computer Interaction (e.g. RepliCHI panel in 2012
and workshop in 2013 [16]). Adjacent to this issue are the workshops dealing with software
engineering in recommendation (RSSE series [7] and book [12]) and open source software,
again in Information Retrieval (Open Source Information Retrieval workshops at SIGIR 2006
and 2012 [15,17]) and Machine Learning (Machine Learning Open Source Software workshops
at NIPS 2006 and 2008 [14]).
The discussion and definition of the basic elements of the experimental conditions (and
their requirements) are critical to support continuous innovation in any discipline. The
offline evaluation of recommender systems requires an implementation of the algorithm or
technique to be evaluated, a set of quality measures for comparative evaluation, and an
experimental protocol establishing how to handle the data and compute metrics in detail.
Online evaluation similarly requires an algorithm implementation and a population of users
to survey (by means of an A/B test, for instance). Here again, perhaps even more importantly
than in offline evaluation, an experimental protocol needs to be established and adhered to.
As a paradigmatic example, the Information Retrieval field, adjacent to RS, has established
a solid and successful development in such terms with the TREC conference2 and shared
public scripts (e.g. treceval) to evaluate systems on the tasks proposed every year in that
venue.
Even when a set of publicly available resources (data and algorithm implementations)
exists in the RS community, very often research studies do not report comparable results for
the same methods under the same conditions. This is due to the high number of experimental
design options and parameters in recommender system evaluation, and the huge impact of
the experiment configuration on the outcomes.
In order to seek reproducibility and replication several strategies can be considered, such
as source code sharing, standardization of agreed evaluation metrics and protocols, or releasing public experimental design software, all of which have difficulties of their own. Furthermore, for online evaluation, an extensive analysis of the population of test users should be
provided. While the problem of reproducibility and replication has been recognized in the
community, the need for a solution remains largely unmet. This, together with the need for
further discussion, methodological standardization for both reproducibility and replication
motivates the issues addressed in the workshop. The following sections report the topics discussed in the invited keynote, accepted papers, and an interactive panel where experienced
members of the academic and industrial communities discussed the challenges and problems
of reproducibility and replication in recommender systems.

2

Keynote

The workshop opened with a keynote by Mark Levy (Mendeley) entitled Offline evaluation
of recommender systems: all pain and no gain? [10]. The talk started by considering the
differences between a good and a bad recommendation; the main problem being that it is
difficult to measure directly and decide why a recommendation was good or bad. For instance,
a good recommendation can be defined as one that increases the usefulness of your product
2
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in the long run but this is very hard to measure; on the other hand, it is quite obvious for a
user to know when she receives a bad recommendation, although it is very difficult to infer
why (not relevant for the user, too obscure, too familiar, the user already has it or already
knows she does not like it, badly explained, etc.). Related with this is the cost of getting a
bad recommendation, which will mainly depend on the product and the users of the system.
Mark presented in the keynote two relevant hypothesis when evaluating real recommendations in an offline context: good offline metrics express product goals, and most (really)
bad recommendations can be caught by business logic. However, there are other issues which
need to be considered, specifically, that real business goals tend to be concerned about the
long-term user behavior (e.g., Netflix), although short-term surrogates are usually exploited
instead; besides, only partial user behavior is visible. These constraints, it should be noted,
are the same when training data are collected. In this context, the least bad solution would
include the analysis of historical logs, deciding which events indicate success, emphasizing
precision at higher cutoffs, and using recall to discriminate once precision reaches a plateau.
Additionally, there should be an increased effort in making metrics meaningful. Evaluation should be realistic (leaving the ivory tower) and, at the same time, provide test setups
and reproducible baselines. For this, we need an honest measure of the preference (predicted
items may not be correct just because they were consumed), we should capture the value of
the recommendation (it is hard to say if a recommender that is useful in the short term may
be just too obvious) and not neglect (contextual) side-data. As a conclusion, public data
alone may not be enough to guarantee reproducibility or the fair comparison of methods.
Importantly, preparation and evaluation code should be released as well.
Finally, he discussed the motivation of offline evaluation. Two examples (movie recommendation based on error minimization and reducing playlist skips) were presented as a proof
of concept where poor offline evaluation can lead to years of misdirected research. Contests
like the Yahoo! Music KDD [6], the million song challenge [4], or the Yelp RecSys challenge [5] can help by enforcing consistent evaluation, however privacy concerns usually result
in obfuscated – and not so useful – data. Because of this, the focus should be on building
test frameworks that ensure clear offline goals, while at the same time, help to derive efficient
online tests, by cutting down the huge parameter space.
Mark also mentioned his own experience when building a small framework around a
new algorithm3 . He pointed out that usable frameworks are hard to write, mainly because
there is a tradeoff between clarity and scalability. Additionally, he proposed a wishlist
for a framework aimed to produce reproducible evaluation: enable integration with other
recommender implementations, handle data formats and pre-processing, handle splitting,
cross-validation, side datasets, save everything to file, generate meaningful metrics, be well
documented and easy to use. Among the current offerings (GraphChi/GraphLab, Mahout,
Lenskit, MyMediaLite) none of them meet all these requirements.

3

Paper presentations

Andrej Košir from University of Ljubljana talked about “How to improve the statistical power
of the 10-fold cross validation scheme in Recommender Systems” [9]. The authors propose a
procedure to detect which contextual variables are relevant when a cross validation setting
is used. The actual problem they observe has to do with reproducibility, not replicability;
3
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the problem appears when performing statistical tests on each of the separate folds and an
additional test on the complete results, and what a researcher should do when there are
significant differences in one of the cases but not in the other.
Stefan Langer, from Docear, presented two papers about research paper recommendation.
The first one was a survey entitled “Research paper recommender system evaluation: a
quantitative literature survey” [2], where the authors reviewed more than 170 research papers
about academic literature recommendation. They found that no consensus exists at the
moment about how to evaluate and compare this type of systems – in particular, 21% of the
approaches were not evaluated at all or used uncommon methods.
The second paper, entitled “A comparative analysis of offline and online evaluations
and discussion of research paper recommender system evaluation” [1] provided a comparison between offline and online evaluation results, again, in the context of research paper
recommendation. The authors note that contradicting results are found when comparing
performance measurements using clickthrough rate, mean average precision, and precision at
10. Besides, offline evaluation does not (always) show enough predictive power with respect
to online evaluation.
The last presentation was given by Joseph Konstan from the University of Minnesota,
“Toward identification and adoption of best practices in algorithmic recommender systems
research” [8]. In this paper the authors discuss that doing research right is hard. They argue
that what makes research believable is to have internal (correct research, proper sampling,
not confounding factors) and external (realistic scenario) validity. Joseph suggested the use
of checklists in recommender systems research – by adapting Atul Gawande’s idea on The
checklist manifesto. In this way, a list of community-generated best practices would be
presented to authors and reviewers to think about the quality of the paper, to be considered
as guidelines, not as requirements.

4

Panel Session

As the last part of the workshop, we invited various experts to join our panel session to
discuss reproducibility and replication in recommendation. We were happy to welcome Paolo
Cremonesi (Politecnico di Milano, Moviri), our keynote speaker Mark Levy, and the three
presenters, Joseph Konstan, Andrej Košir, and Stefan Langer.
The first question for the panel was if reproducibility and replication are important in
recommender systems. It was discussed that they are, indeed, but not very important;
what is really important is theory building. The issue of which parts of papers should be
replicated was also raised: in most cases the critical result, but it is also important to try
different scenarios and user setups, otherwise it is not possible to connect the results with
the real world.
Another addressed issue was the reproducibility of online experiments. They are not
reproducible and it would be very hard to create an open system for that, in principle
because there is not a generic solution to do online A/B testing and because by running such
a test we can only guarantee that some statistical features of the user groups are similar or
different. In any case, there has to be some connection between online and offline evaluation.
In particular, offline settings should fit into online evaluation, that is, they should be highly
related to the real world. A possible reason for the small correlation between offline and
online results is probably not in the metric itself, but all the information we are missing from
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the big picture – assumptions such as missing ratings not at random [11] may cause these
metrics not to be measured in a reliable way, and thus we may need to rethink them.
A recurrent topic was how to foster reproducibility. As in general computer science, we
should publish the source code, especially if we use a public dataset. However, overfitting
may cause authors not to share their code. It was also mentioned that the industry should
also embrace reproducibility, in part because the algorithm is not the only secret they have
to protect, there are several other aspects. In this context, industry should, at least, try
their algorithms also on public datasets.
Another side of this problem is that we do not want to raise the bar of publishing a paper
in the conference too much. There should be enough value in the paper to integrate other
changes or ideas. Usually a paper claiming that the authors could not replicate another
paper does not get published; however, this (negative) result is important, since it may –
eventually – show that there is an issue with that specific paper (in the algorithm being
presented, how the evaluation is performed, or how the data were processed). As a final
note of the workshop, the panelists suggested that we should distinguish negative results
(still not easy to publish / find the value within the community) from refutations (a result
that contradicts – or not – a published paper), probably as a separate track in the main
conference.

5

Conclusions and Future Directions

The workshop featured an excellent keynote and a range of interesting papers from both
academia and industry. Several aspects of evaluation in recommender systems were presented
and discussed, focused on the main topics of the workshop: reproducibility and replication.
The RepSys workshop was successful in bringing people from the research community and
industry together, and in discussing and addressing some important issues in the area, emphasizing the importance of (proper) evaluation and the need for some guidelines to produce
better (useful, interesting, significant) research results.
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